
COMMERCIAL CLEANING SERVICES

We contact organizations that require regular and/or contractual janitorial services including carpet shampooing, hard oor maintenance, 
blinds and window cleaning, parking lot maintenance, restroom sanitation and others.

We market our clients' commercial cleaning services to decision makers (ofce managers, administrators, facilities directors, owners) 
of many different large and medium area organizations including:

    - Medical facilities
    - Manufacturing and wholesale companies    - Manufacturing and wholesale companies
    - Logistics companies
    - Schools and churches
    - Theaters
    - Gyms and tness centers

Package Details
We have 2 packages you can choose from - Once-a-Week Package and Thrice-a-Week Package.

Once-a-Week PackageOnce-a-Week Package
$89 per appointment
Minimum order of 15 appointments
Package Price: $1,335

Includes:

    - Custom-made call script
    - Guaranteed pre-qualied appointments *
    - Detailed notes on each appointment    - Detailed notes on each appointment
    - Campaign duration of 22 business days
    - Real time access to appointments through PipelineCRM
    - Prospects we set appointments with: **
    - fall within the parameters you set for industry, location, and company size (specied by annual revenue or number of employees)
    - require a minimum of once-a-week cleaning
    - have at least 1500 sq. ft. of cleanable area
    - are considering a new cleaning service within the next 60 days    - are considering a new cleaning service within the next 60 days
    - agree to a certain minimum budget
    - accept appointments for one-time special service such as carpet cleaning, strip and wax, tile restoration, and hard oor care

* No-show appointments due to no fault of yours are rescheduled or replaced for free.
** We may charge extra for modied or additional criteria.

Thrice-a-Week Package
$189 per appointment
Minimum order of 8 appointmentsMinimum order of 8 appointments
Package Price: $1,512

Includes:

    - Custom-made call script
    - Guaranteed pre-qualied appointments *
    - Detailed notes on each appointment
    - Campaign duration of 22 business days
    - Real time access to appointments through PipelineCRM    - Real time access to appointments through PipelineCRM
    - Prospects we set appointments with: **
    - fall within the parameters you set for industry, location, and company size (specied by annual revenue or number of employees)
    - require a minimum of 3x-a-week cleaning
    - have at least 3,000 sq. ft. of cleanable area
    - are considering a new cleaning service within the next 60 days
    - agree to a certain minimum budget
    - accept appointments for one-time special service such as carpet cleaning, strip and wax, tile restoration, and hard oor care    - accept appointments for one-time special service such as carpet cleaning, strip and wax, tile restoration, and hard oor care

* No-show appointments due to no fault of yours are rescheduled or replaced for free.
** We may charge extra for modied or additional criteria. 
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